; 1973), 1 The spin temperature hypothesis has provid~d an extremely " useful tool for the understanding and development of nuclear magn~tic resonance' in solids . (1) The substance of the hypothesis J as related to 'our interest, is that a system of nuc1eai spins coupled by magnetic dipolar int~ractions in a , s'olid approaches,,' in a time T 2' a state of internal'equi1ib-r'iurn' ,characterized by a spin temperature. Under special exp'etimental conditions, this assumption has been shown 'to be' 'invalid, (2) but we' shall not be concerned wi th such experiments in the present case. We' find that when a strong time-dependent perturbation, in the form of a sequence of intense radiofrequency pulses, is applied to such a spin -An a,diabatic demagnetization in ·the rotating frame (ADRF), or else a ('rr/2)y -('rr/4)x pulse ?air, (6) prepares the system in a state of high inverse dipolar spintemperature B o ' characterized by the density c;erator:
where Z = Tr{ex p (-SO H~)} and H~ is the usual truncated dipolar . .
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andT is a time ordering operator. We now assume that after a sufficiently long time, the system can be described in the new picture by a canonical density matrix:
The rf irradiation is now termi.nated. where Sd(t) is the normal dipolar free induction decay(S)
observed from a system in a state described by (1), i.e.,
and P x is a (~) pulse. This is remarkable: it predicts a
transient signal, following termination of the irradiation, of shape identical to a dipolar signal. This is exactly borne out experimentally.
To determine the long time behavior, we assume that during the pulse sequence the average dipolar energy <~> is conserved, and that after the irradiation, <H~> is conserved. The final state of the system is described by:
Employing·equations (1)-(4) and the dipolar e~ergy conservation, we obtain after some algebra:
These expressions are easily generalized to the case of non-ideal pulses. (9) (9) (6) and (9) For this case, equations (6) and (9) ., 
